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Cat-Nr: TBURGLAR

The Burglar

Artikel info:-

Shorty lies in the bed, hears music with his MP3 player and
reads a magazine, until he suddenly a noise from one other
room hears. But what has happened? Nevertheless, Shorty is
completely alone a home.He goes for the thing on the reason
and supposes that a burglar has crept. And really he gets in
the cellar space Vladimir who just is about to steal a camera.
Immediately he packs him from the back and tries him to
restrain by a Headlock. However, Vladimir is able to do Shorty
by a violent elbow blow in him Stomachs for letting go bring.
Shorty slumps and afterwards is properly finished by Vladimir.
Most badly he must resign himself to long Headscissors (leg
scissors), blows in the belly and other ordeals, to suddenly
Jason appears and comes to him for the help. However, to
him it does not go out differently, as he becomes from Wladi
in the lack taken. The sheet turns only, as a Shorty and Jason
go off together to Wladi and him with the same tricks treat
which he has used before against the both. Bathed in sweat,
completely exhausted there lies Wladi on the ground and has
to do itself at the end hit give. 30-minute Jeansfight,
sometimes quite differently than one is used to it, otherwise,
thus from Fightplace. Leave you surprise!

Play length approx: 30 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options The Burglar :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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